
Terms of Reference (TOR)

a. Background

The Bhutan InfoComm and Media Authority (BICMA) being the licensing agency for ICT and

Media Sector as well as for Entertainment requires strong, secured and well managed LAN and

Internet services.

Today the Authority is concerned with regard to LAN and Internet performance for public

delivering services. The present LAN does not perform satisfactorily to provide the required

internet services to the users despite of having lease line of 2 mbps each from BT and T-Cell.

The present LAN consists of 2 mbps lease line from BT and T-cell connected to UTM (Cyberoam

50iGN) which is then distributed through switch without link aggregation. The internet is connected

to end users using CAT-5 cables as well as through two Access Points (450mbps) and two Wireless

Routers (300mbps). The DHCP is configured in UTM and three Servers are used for data storage

and running database and applications for Online Licensing System (OLS).

In order to facilitate the Authority with uninterrupted LAN and internet services, the Authority

plans to revamp the existing LAN.

b. Objective

The main objective is to revamp the existing LAN for efficient, secured and well managed LAN and

Internet services to meet the needs of all the divisions.

c. Scope of the work

The scope of the work should cover comprehensive study on existing LAN and supply the

equipments and then accordingly revamp to suit the needs of the Authority. Revamp the existing

LAN which is cost effective, user friendly and functional. Ensure that it is capable of accessing

information smoothly through LAN and Internet.



The main scope of the work is:

 The configuration, controlling and distribution are to be managed through Cyberoam

(50iGN) device (powered by Sophos Company) including DHCP relay.

 Link aggregation to be configured on Cyberoam/Load Balancer for BT and T-Cell Lease

Line to get total bandwidth output.

 CAT-5 need to be replaced with CAT-6 only for APs connections.

 Add two high range Wireless APs powered by PoE to the existing LAN and it should be

controlled for seamless movement of users between APs.

 Ensure that internet is accessed through captive portal and different VLAN is to be

configured for guest users with limitation of device connections through MAC registration.

 Ensure that policy such as group, application control, web filtering and bandwidth

distribution are put in place using Cyberoam.

 Ensure that wireless and network printers are shared over IPs using existing cables.

 RJ45 connectors need to be replaced and the existing cable layout needs to be rearranged

wherever necessary.

 Desktops need to be installed with PCI Wireless Ethernet Adapter.

 Develop electronic and hardcopy topology including user manual and provide knowledge

transfer to its counterpart of the Authority with regard to the troubleshooting, configuration

and use of LAN.

Note: The interested firms are welcomed for assessment of existing LAN during office hours

before the date line of bid submission.

d. Technical Qualification Requirement

The supplier should have prior experience in designing, installation and configuration of network.

In order to qualify for financial bid evaluation, the business firm must demonstrate having

considerable experience in design, installation and implementation of similar network in the past.

Besides, there must be:

1. Two Local Network or Security Certified IT Engineers

2. TDS certificate for proposed technical team for proof of employment for last 1 year.

3. Enclose list of clients for proof of work carried out.



The claim must be supported by documentary evidence such as proof of work, completion

certificate and certified certificate of IT Engineers.

f. Bidder’s Requirements

1. Bidder should furnish the Manufacturer Authorization Letter from OEM.

2. Company must have at least 3 years of experience in the similar profession.

e. Documents to be submitted

The business firm should submit the financial bid along with the documents for technical

qualification and bidder’s requirements. Bidder shall demonstrate clear understanding of the TOR

and how the assignment could be achieved

g. Bid Evaluation

The evaluation will be done on the technical qualification requirements followed by the financial

bid. In absence of incomplete technical qualification requirements the bid shall be disqualified for

further evaluation.


